CHAPTER - 5
THE CCl\JCEPT OF MAYA IN SRI
AUROBINDO'S PHILOSOPHY
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THE Ca-JCEPTIGJ OF M81h IN SRI AUROBINDO' S PHILOSOPHY
( 15th August, 1872 - 5th December, 1950 )
Io Introductory Remarks about the Aim and Objective of Sri
Aurobindo's Philosophy

••

Sri Aurobindo is one of the finest interpreters of modern
Indian philosophy who by the rare multidimentionality of his
genius, astoundingly remarkable profoundity of intellectual
acumen, creative insight gifted with the spirit of synthesis,
discovered our own cultural roots after encountering the wisdom
of the Non-Indian Traditions. Sri Aurobindo has got no philosOphy if by it we mean academic philosophy with theories .and counter theorieso But his massive structure of metaphysics is only
an insight into realityo His own words flow thus : " I had only
to write down in terms of intellect all that I had observed and
come to know in practising Yoga daily, and philosophy was there
.

automatically. But that is not being a philosopher."

1

In his

magnum opus ' The Life Divine ' we come across his metaphysical
riches wherein he aptly

reconcil~sthe
r·

traditional philosophical

thoughts of India as. Advaita, Vitistidvaita and Dvaita into"his
2
' Integral Non-dualism ' ( Purnidvaita )o Not only this, in his
.

•

0

-

y

0

1o From a letter to Dilip
Mabayogi Sri Aurobindo
1962)
2. Advaitavada emphasises
Brahman alone is real.

Kumar Ray quoted by R.R. Diwakar :
, (Bharati ya Vidya Bhavan, Bombay,
upon the Supreme reality, as it says
On the other hand, Vis'i.stadvai tavada
••
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' Integral Non-dualism ' he also reconciles the chief currents of
Indian spiritualism with dominant streams of Western culture by
the magic of his creative vision into the exquisitely elegant
texture of harmony. This philosophy represents a marvellous synthesis of the East and the West- which permits the logic of the
Infinite and the logic of finitude appear side by sideo Contrary
to the idea of creation ( as traditionally conceived ) , Sri Aurobindo speaks of the theory of evolution which is

1

the pivot '

around which all his metaphysical creeds revolve and this theory
of evolution has a few unique characteristics which radically
differentiates it from the so-called varieties of evolutional
theorieso His view on maYa appears only in connec_tion with his
theory of evolution which is required to maintain integral nondualistic view of reality without ignoring the world we see around
us.
Sri Aurobindo introduced the Integral

non~dualism

which he

designated the ' real monism ', the true Advai ta • as contrasted
with the illusionism of Advaita Vedanta

~....
of~Samkarite

schoolo Aura-

bindo tries to synthesis. three seeming contradictory interpretations of vedanta- the Nirguna Brahman of Advaita, the Saguna Brah-

m

o

---"·~---

of Visistavaita,and the jlvatman of Dvaita. Integralism maint·ains
••
emphasises upon the sover_:.eign reality of Divine personal! ty who
is attributed by all auspicious qualities, and Dv.aitavada insis.ts
upon the distinct reality ·of individual selves and the one
Supreme Lord to whom they attrf:bute_.}~ve and devotion.
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that these three- supra-cosmic, transcendent, cosmic universality
are equally realo In his philosophy the cosmic and the individual
are as eternally real as supra-cosmic transcendento Individual may
be less fundamental than that of the universal transcendent, but
this does not prove its non-reality or the universal may be less
fundamental, but not less real than the Transcendent. The pure
transcendence who posseses a higher poise of being synthesises the
cosmic manifoldo The world-process can not be false or void. There
exists an integral Reality between the_Absolute and the world and
individualo Sri Aurobindo develops a vision of integral Reality in
which the Nirguna Brahman and the world are perceived in the unity
•

of self-evolving and self-revealing Absolute and thus his philosophy is known as

1

Integral Non-dualism '•

But a proper appreciation of Sri Aurobindo's Integral Non-dualism will remain incomplete unless we mention a few lines about
his handling of the term philosophy. By the term philosophy, Sri
Aurobindo does not mean a hard intellectual enterprise or a fascinating frivolity of thoughto For him philosophy is an integral view
of lifeo As human life is a multidimentional unity it is to be
viewed as a whole and fox this reason, philosophy should move for
. 3
integration and unity of experienceo Neither barren intellectualism nor extreme existential outlook has any place in his Integral

3o By experience , Sri Aurobindo does not mean sensuous experience
onlyo For him, the standpoint of philosophy must be all-inclusive and harmonious and truth must be .. non-one-sided.'
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Non-dualisme In his own words,"Philosophy dealing with the principles of things must come to perceive the Principle of all these
principles and investigate its nature,attributes and essential
workings "·

4

Philosophy, for Sri Aurobindo, although is not capa-

ble of securing spiritual realisation, it is an indispensable aid
to such realisation. K., D. Sethna thus summarises Sri Aurobindo's
conception of philosophy in the following words :
bindo's ) philosophy is not abstract

His ( Sri Auro-

11

~ogle-spinning

from a few

principles of thought mixed with a fewdata of ordinary observation ..
It is· only the intellectual elucidation of systematisation of concrete and direct experience of realities lying beyond the mere mind;
it is but a mental picture of what is reached by the inmost consciousness in its Yogic penetration of the subliminal and supralimi5
nal " .. In view of the above, any discussion regarding S~i Aurobindo' s interpretation of philosophical concepts like

maia

must be

done in that perspective.
II.. ·The Nature of Reality :
The thought of Sri Aurobindo is in

.sadic

tun~

~

withl-Vedic and Vpani-

thinking. Following the upanisadic statement

11

0 Brahman,

~

thou art this, old.man and boy and girl, this bird, this insect", 6

4., Arya :_The Synthesis of Yoga , Vol·. IV , 1917-18 , pp. 269-71,

in the compilation Sri Aurobindo on Social Sciences
and Humanities , (ed., K.L. Motwani, Orient Longmans, 1962.)

in~luded

5., The Indian Spirit and The World's Future ,(Pondichery, Sri
Aurobindo Ashram, 1953 ,) PPo 165-66.,
6., The Life Divine, ( Pondicherry, ·sri Aurobindo Ashram, -1990)p.324 ..
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Sri Aurobindo advocates a monistic view point ·affirming that " the
.Absolute, the self, the Divine, the Spirit, the Being is one ". 7
Sri Aurobindo conceives the Absolute Reality as the triune principle - Saccidananda , that is , Existence, Consciousness Force,
Bliss. 8 ro him the world is bllsso In .his own words , 11 Delight is
existence, Delight is the secret of creation, Delight is the root
of birth, Delight is the cause of remaining in existence, Delight
is the end of birth and that into which creation ceases," the
finite is the manifestation of the infinite, th~ One. 9 The one
becomes many but in becoming the many it always remains the oneo
Aurobindo emphasises that we see an infinitely fundamental oneness
in the very principle of Nature • The basic Force is one, the substance is one, the mind is one, life is one, humanity is one in
nature, but all of them differentiate themselves into many, as the

?o Ibid '

Po 335.

8o The Absolute of Sri Aurobindo is not the same as the concept of

Absolute in the Hegalian thought. The Absolute of Hegal is
1
self-distinguishing and self-objectifying principle of selfconsciousness.• For Hegel the world is a form of self-externalisation of the Absolute. Thought moves dialectically. As logic
follows the principle in the development of thought, so that
the world follows the same principles in its evolution. For
Hegal Reality is thought. But this ' thought 1 does not change
its character. It is essentially relative and cannot give the
Absolute. For _Sri Aurobindo the Absolute is integrally conceivedo
It is at once static and dynamic - transcendent and immanent,
impersonal and· pers.p_nalo
1 _. \

9 • The Li f e Di vi n e , ( Op o Ci t ) p. 10 1•
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substance develops many substances ; mind becomes many mental
states-thoughts, perceptions which are of different nature, yet
it maintains harmony ; life expresses innumerable

are

li~eswhich

different in race and typeso These inexhaustible diversity is the
play of the Oneness, the Infinite, the Absolute Reality. The

div~

ersity and the unity, the many and the one, the finite and the
infinite are inter-related, they co-existo The Supreme Reality
manifests Itself as infinite as well as finite, as many as well
as one, as determinate as well as indeterminate, as nirguna as
well as saguna.
Sri Aurobindo looks the world as a " free creative act on the
part of the Absolute Spirit "o The act is eternal, it is the P?wer
of the Absolute. It is the Absolute's delight of mutable becoming
or variable self manifestation. The Absolute Reality or Brahman is
identical with our inmost self. It is ineffable, Pure existence
without quality, quantity and form. The Absolute is in its essence
indeterminable and inconceivable by finite and defining mindo It
cannot be described either by negations neti neti as we cannot
limit it by saying • it is not this ','not that ' or by affirming
iti, iti. The Divine Being , according to Sri Aurobindo , is form
and formless as _welL. The indeterminable determines.'.itseif as both
infinite and finite. Brahman or the Absolute manifests itself
'

through the world processo There i£ no contradiction to be at once
form and formless. The contradiction lies only when we try to understand the Absolute in terms of our logical thinking.To our finite
reason it is magic, the supreme truth eludes the analysis of man's
logic, it postulate!:; a logic. of its own, it is a logic of the
Infinite. The logic of Infinite, Sri Aurobindo observes, comprehends
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all the data and relations which our finite mind as the instrument
of an ignorance with its very limited vision cannot graspo Our
finite reason concludes that there is no diversity in oneness and
determination in indeterminate. But from the viewpoint of infinite
logic

the difficulties do not arise, the logic of infinite is the

logic of the universal being of Brahman and the infinite intelligence of Maya o The logic of infinite is not mental or'.intellectuaL It is a spiritual and supra-mental reasono It is a greater
reasono It is more vast, subtle, complex in its operation. In order
to understand it, we have to grasp certain fundamental powers or
potentialities of the Infinite Reality.
The Supreme reveals in three forms

Self-conscious Being,

Spirit and God or the Divine Being. In Indian terms we may say
Atman,

Puru~a

-,

, Isvara. Similar is the case of self-awareness or

force of consciousness. Consciousness-Force appears to us in three
forms - Maya, which is the force of consciousness conceptually
creato?) of all things, 'Prakrti 1 , Nature or Force which dynamically
•
execute, working out all things under the supervision of the Consc-

,

ious Being and finally, Sakti which is both conceptively creative
and dynamically executive of all the divine workings. The whole
existence is comprised of these three forms - Miaya , Prakrti and
•
,
Sakti , and if Nature is viewed as an integral whole, all apparent
antinomies, disparateness and incompatibility that seem to exist
between the Infinite and the finite, the Transcendent and the
immanent , the Supra-cosmic and the cosmic would be synthesisedc
For Integralism Atman , Purusa and Isvara are not mutually
•

exclusive truths, they are fundamental spiritual determinations of
the one Supreme Spirit whom Sri Aurobindo calls Parabrahman or
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Purusaottama. They correspond to different levels of spiritual
•
realization and call for different lines of philosophical approach.
For Sri Aurobindo the creation is the manifestation of that
Purusaottama

o

•

The manifested world with all its badness and good,

pleasure and pain is as real as

H.2!~\.

They are distorted reflections

or the inali-enable self delight of the Real from a lower plane.
Matter, life, and consciousness are different aspects of manifestation of the Supreme Reality who is unfo:f.,3:fng Himself in the process. of the universeo The key concept of this unfoldingness is the
theory of evolution which is novel and unique in many respectso However, although Sri Aurobindo 1 s prime cone e.:::.n is to explain the origination of mind out of matter, yet he is not satisfied with the
evolutionist philosophies of the West. According to Sri Aurobindo,
the so-called evolutionist philosophies of the West only acquaint
us with the
us about the

howness

1

1

whyness

of evolutionary process but, cannot aware

1

1

of it. In other words, the Western theo-

ries of evolution can not explain why mind evolved out of matter
at all. Jhe nisus from matter to mind or spirit can be explained
only if there is in the very being of matter something to which
the nisus belongs as its very natureo
It is interesting to note in the passing that

~-~,ii

Sri Aurobindo

in particular and other contemporary Indian Philosophers in general
make a realistic approach and successfully managed to refute the
charge levelled by certain critics against Indian Philosophy that
it is ' life-negating • and' other-worldly.' The main approach of
modern philosophy is, so to say, based upon the philosophy of evolution. Hence to appreciate the real intention of Sri Aurobindo's
interpretation of the philosophical concepts like maya , one must
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acquaint oneself at the outset , at least in short, with Sri
Aurobindo 1 s theory of evolut1 on. Sri Aurobindo 1 s theory of
evolution which ii again the cornerstone of his metaphysics is
primarily concerned with the ' future evolution of man

1

upon

earthe And the chief characteristic feature of his theory of
evolution is that divine life is to be realised ·on earth it self o
For this, he contended that the process of evolution must be
preceded by the process of involutione

IIIo The Theory of Evolution

:

Science proposes the theory of evolution that life developed
out of matter, which in its turn evolved into consciousnessc By a
stroke of Sri Aurobindo the scientific interpretation reaches
further shape of future. If matter has developed into mind then
mental consciousness may itself be only a form and a veil of higher
states which are beyond mind. The history of

~volution

indicates

.that the preceding element has been transfigured in the next dominant principle c The evolution is the gradual self-manifestation
of the Supreme Divine Being. To enlarge its self-existence, to have
the delight of coming into manifestation the Conscious Force, the
Reality continues the evolutionary process. Sri 'Aurobindo also gives
a philosophical interpretation of the theory of evolution which the
western idea of evolution fails to give. 10 The Western idea of evo-

10c In the view of Aristotle evolution is the gradual transformation of the potential into the actualc Anaxagoras solved it
by postulating the existence of the Soul or Nous which being
not of the nature of material objects, could impart motion
to them. Parmenides thinks that there is no creation at all,
but is one immovable eternal Being. In the philosophy of
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lution is limited to the physical and bio-logical data of nature but
it. is blind-to the explanation of our being., It gives us a complete scheme and institution of the physical method but remains silent
regarding the miracle each step envolves. It cannot explain adequately how mental consciousness could come into being from physical
stuff ? The modern scientists explain the ' howness '_; of evolution,
but they fail to give answer the

1

whyness ' of it. Sri Aurobindo

realises that we are bound to suppose that consciousness force or
spirit must be involved from the beginning in the whole of matter,
life, mind and all are latent, inactive or concealed active powers
in all the progression of material, energye Unless we assume this
previous involution we cannot justify explain the evolutionary
process at alle
S~i

Aurobindo points out that the preceding element has been

transfigured in the subsequent dominant principle, life evolves
from matter simply because matter is a ' form of veiled life '•
·Therefore,

evo~ution

does not produce anything new, rather it

unveils what was already there., The Principle of. evolution is
manifestation, manifestation of the Divine who is unfolding himself in this universe., Sri Aurobindo 1 s theroy of terristrial eva-.
lution as the gradual self-manifestation of the Supreme Divine

.

Being in material conditions has its root. in. the Upanisadic teachings of the essential identity of all existents. 11 He views the

Plato creation is nGt a material but is mainly ideal and
intellectualo The Ideal of creation is prior to creation.;;
~od has not the power without getting the pattern from Ideas.,
11

_,

0

The opening line of Iso2ani~ad I r5a vasyam idam sarvam I has
been interpreted in three ways - .II to be cloth.ed II , II to be worII
and " to be inhabited II Sri Aurobindo
ked as a garment
0
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entire evolutionary process from a spiritual perspective and it
~piritual

is

evolution because , according to this, the spirit

is hidden in the world order and it is an evolution guided by
the spirite The movement from spirit to matter and matter to
spirit belongs to the very nature of Brahman, the Absolute ; it

Maya ,

is

the power of the Absolutec If Spirit is conscious and

Maya is unconscious

then both the Conscious and the unconscious

are not separate from each other, but belong to each other. The
movement of ' descend

1

and

1

ascent

1

constitute a circular

movement and man belongs to a stage in this cyclic order.
The originality of Sri Aurobindo's theory of evolution lies
in two factors which have sparked off the infinitive flash in his
thoughto First factor is the complementary principle of involution,
according to which nothing evolves which was not previously involvedc Unless we assume this previous involution we canc.at justly·._
explain_the·evo,l.:utionary process at all. The process of evolution
is the movement of involution. It is a creation not out of something which never was but which was implicit in the Beingo In evolution the new principle brings about a total change transforming
the lower principle o

12

.

Evolution without involution is unbelieva-

blec The evolution of matters is possible because there is the

emphasis~-

on the last onee
- See G.G. Mukhopadhyaya : Studies in the Upanisads ( Ope Cit ) .
•
Po _44o

12

0

Bradley thinks that in_ the process o·f evolution the new p_rinciple
comes upon the suicide of the lower principleso In Alexander's
conception of emergent evolution .I there is no change of the old
principles in addition to a new one, only it joins them. Both
of them fundamentaly differ from Aurobindo's· conception of
evolutiono
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involution of the spirit into matter previouslyo " Evolution is
th'us the home-coming or return journey of· the spirit. 13 Sri Aurobindo admits the theory of Samkhya's Satkaryyavada in a certain
extent, where it says the effect conceals in the cause before its
creation ; but he disagrees with the Samkhya's evolutionary process that from an unconscious prakrti the cosmic universe is gra•

.

dually evolved. Sri Aurobindo realises through his integral

~

that the.world does not evolve of itself in a continuous process
without an intervention of the Divine Consciousness. For Sri Aurobindo, however, evolution does not mean merely addition of some
new principles to those which are already existent, but it means
the manifestation of the Divine consciousness. In Sri Aurobindo's
thought " evolution " is the unravelling, the gradual disclosure
and deliverance of the Spirit, the ascension and revelation of the
involved consciousness through a series of awakenings - matter
-awakening into life, life awakening into mind and mind now seeking
to awaken into something beyond the mind, into a power of conscious
14
Spirito"
Evolution, therefore, is the movement which is the reverse of
the movement of involution. It !s a sort of home-sickness of the
Spirit o From this infinitive flash the second factor follows that
if matter has developed into mind, it may be said that mental

13o R.Ko Acharjee : Sri Aurobindo & Prof. Alexander : Their theories of evolution , Mother India, June~1980.
14. Nalinikanta Gupta : The Yoga of Sri Aurobindo , Part I, pp.31-32
( as ~uoted by V.M. Reddy in his book Sri Aurobindo's Philosophy of Evolution , Institute of Human Study, Hyderabad, 1966,p.3)

_:.::.. :..:

',, '·

.
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consciousness may itself be only a form and veil of higher states
which are beyond mind" As the .Spirit in creation has involved itself in matter, life and mind, therefore, the matter, life and
mind feel an urge to come back to their sourceo So the evolutionary process can not stop with mind, mind is not its last word., The
future evolution of man is going on towards

~omething

transcending

himself, the Superman. It leases itself upon the idea that the
source of evolution is the Divine Reality, therefore the process
can not stop until the goal is reached i.,e.,, the whole world is
completely divinised., When this stage will come into existence
there will be a total transformation of the whole world. But this
higher stage does not mean any severance from our body, life, soul
or mind, but a complete transformation of them where higher qualities of goodness,, beauty, love, bliss, divine strength etc. co-exist
altogether. So the final

re~ult

of the

rev~latory

creation - is the

Supreme manifestation of the Existence, Consciousness, Delight Saccidananda.,
IV.,

Th~

Status of The World

.•

The phenomenal. world is the self-manifestation of the pure
Being. It is a

11

free creative act on the part of the Absolute
es

Spirit- an act which is eternal, which expressAthe mystically
latent power of self-determination ( s'akti ) of the Absolute,
and which symbolizes the Absolute's delight of mutable becoming
or variable self manifestation., 1115 For Sri Aurobindo the world·
is a

1

llla ', the play, the child's joy, the poets' j,ey., The

15. Har_idas Choudhury - The Integral Philosophy of Sri Aurobindo
( George Allen and Unwin Ltd.,, London, 1960 ) Pc 107.,
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The Supreme Reality is manifesting itself through its creatione If
the creation is somehow or other attached to
be unrealo The

Supr~me

Brah~an,

it can never

Reality is manifesting itself in a reality

of infinite forms and powers, enjoys itself through its creationo
Creation would be a self-manifestation, it would be an ordered
_deploying of the infinite possibilities of the Infinitee The world
is not essential truth of Absolute but phenomenal truth of its free
multiplicity and infinite superficial mutability and not truth of
its fundamental and.immutable unityo
If this world expresses a great creative motive if it is a
manifestation of a divine life into the finite life, then

~ri

Auro-

bindo says that maya in the sense of cosmic illusion becomes meaningless, a mere phantasyo He does not want to deny joy and pain,
struggle and effort of human life like a Buddhist and mayavadin,
but takes them as real as Brahman. According to Sri Aurobindo,11

All the stress of struggle and effort, success and failure, joy

and suffering the mixture of ignorance and knowledge would be the
experience needed for the soul, mind, life and physical part to
. 16
grow into the full light of a spiritual perfected beingo "e Sri
Aurobindo firmly believes that the world expresses a foreseen truth,
obeys a predeterminning will, realises an_original formative selfvisione

.

Sri Aurobindo critically examines the views of Buddha and

"
Samkara
with regard to the status of the world. Sri Aurobindo
.

,

agrees with Saffikara to the point that Brahman being ultimate Reality is eternally perfect in itself and beyond all multiplicity.
But he rejects Samkara's view that the universe is mere illusione

16o The Life Divine ( Opo Cito ) p. 418o
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Sri Aurobindo points out that the analogy of

dr~am

life given by-

the illusionists to explain the world experience as false, fails
to establish the falsity of the

universe.Accordi~g

to him, the

events of dream is no longer be a mere unreal objects as they are
all only a transcript of reality, a system of symbol-images and
our awaking experience of the universe is similarly not real but
only a transcript of reali tyo In other words, our awaking experiences are series of collection of symbol-imageso But in the theory
of illusion the only reality is an indeterminable featureless pure
existence, Brahman, who cari not be rendered by a
crowd of symbols or imageso

Again~when

tran~cript,

a

it is said that dream is

felt to be unreal because it ceases and has no further validitywhen we, pass from one states of consciousness to our normal state,
tne reason is not much sound, because we know that there are different states of consciousness, each has its own realities. But when
state of consciousness fades back as soon as we pass into another
state, it would not prove the reality of the state in which we
exist now and the unreality of the other which we have left behind
uso- It is equally possible to regard them as three different orders
of one- Reali tyo
In the same way, Sri Aurobindo rejects the analogy_ of hallucinationo We may divide hallucination into two aspects- mental and
visualo When we see an image of things where they do not exist, it
is called visual hallucination, as we see the mirage, and when we
see a snake in the state of a rope, it would be an example of mental
illusiono Sri Aurobindo explains that in each case either it is
visual or mental , the illusion is not an image of something quite
non-existent, but an image of something which exists elsewhere.,

;,
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here it has been imposed by the mind's error or by a sense-errorG
Hence Sri Aurobindo proclaims 11 The analogy therefore i's unhelPful ; it would be valid only if our image of the universe were a
falsity reflecting a true universe which is not here but elsewhere,
or else if it were a false imaged manifestation of the Reality
replacing in the mind or covering with its distorted resemblance
a true manifestationG 1117 The one manifests itself into a ±~ality
of numberless forms and powerso Sri Aurobindo admits that there
is no dbubt that the process of such manifestation is a mystery,
he also says it magic ; but altogether he denies to explain it as
a magic of the unreal., All mental errors and illusion are only a
wrong perception of realities, a wrong relation which is the result
of the ignorance., But the cosmic illusion is not of such nature ;it
imposes names, figures, happenings that are pure invention on a Reality in which there never were or never will be any happenings,
names or figures.,
Our mind, the parent of these illusions is a seeker and discoverer or a creator of truths, possibilities and actualities but
i t is limited in knowledgeo The Original consciousness, from which
mind must be a derivation, on the contrary, is not

~imited

like

mind, it is cosmic in its scope., It is free from all'ignorance, it
opens no erroro
In view of the fore-going discussion it is evident that Sri
Aurobindo never takes the world as unrealc Regarding the status of
1'8

the world his view is opposed to the

18o

1

world negation theory.

1

'He

It·is to be noted here that some philosophers consider the status
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firmly believes that the Supreme Reality manifesting itself in a
reality of numberless forms and powers of its being enjoys itself
through its creationc He discards the view of illusionistso He
says,

11

the Brahman, the Supreme Reality, is _That which being

known, all is-known ; but in the illusionist solution it is That,
which being known, all becomes unreal and incomprehensible mystery. 11
The cosmic universe , for Sri Aurobindo, is real, not illusion. The
eternal static and the eternal dynamic are both true of the Reality,
the immobile and the mobile Brahman are both the same Reality.,

v.,

Maya and Supermind

.•

Brahman being one becomes the many of the manifestationc He is
the ·transcendent, the cosmic and the multiple., The homogeneous Existence is transformed by the Consciousness-Force. into the manifestation for self-delight. This Consciousness-Force which measures out
the namas and shapes according to the Absolute Being has been called
~

.

Maya ., In,c..Vedas it is said ~ta-Cit. In the words of Sri Aurobindo
" This. power was known to the Vedic seers by the name of Mayao Maya
meant for them the power of infinite consciousness to comprehend,
contain in itself and measure out, that is to say, to foJ:m- for
form is delimitation - Name and Shape. out of the vast illimitable
.
20
Truth of infinite existence.".
Sri Aurobindo calls this power as·

of the world as illusory , as dream or hallucination. The world,
for them is only an appearance and therefore should not be taken
as realo In otherwords, it is maya in the sense of something
artificialo It seems to be real but not actually- real., Such a
view is called by Sri Aurobindo, 1 the world negation theory.'
19o The Life Divine ,

20. Ibid., p., 115.,

( Opo Cito ) Po 470

19

1.87

1

Higher Maya

1

or ' Divine Maya

1

.,

It is a self determining power,

a capacity of manifestation of Supreme Spirit in many. 11 It is by
Maya that static truth of essential being becomes ordered of active
being • 1121 The creation is in no way maya in the traditional sense
of illusion but maya as the Absolute.1 s power of self expression of
the many without losing oneness., On the other hand, the lower or
"mental maya conceals the. play of static truth to us and being persuaded by it the individual believes that ' he is in all ', but not
' all in him ' - and inseparated from the one. Sri Aurobindo affirms
that the distinction between the higher maya and the lower maya has
been neglected by the iliusionist and they wrongly interpreted that
the mental maya is the creator of the world which is an inexplicable
paradox - and which would. be classified neither real nor unreal., He
criticises them very strongly and says that a theory of maya in the
sense of

illu~ion

created more difficulties instead of solving the

problems of our existence. He puts the question to them that if all
cosmic experiences are illusions, then what guarantee is there that
spiritual experiences are not illusion or maya ? The illusionists
make god and ourselves only . myths of maya·, for god is only a reflection of Brahman in maya and oursel.ves are only a reflection of
Brahman in illusory individuality.,
At any rate, the problem of maya was handled by Sri Aurobindo
in a more lucid and less sophisticated manner in his notebook which
is included in ' The Hour of God 1 , a posthumously published prose
writings of Sri Aurobindo. 22 Here Sri Aurobindo con.siders the world

21., Ibid.,
22., The Hour of God,(Pondicherry, Sri Aurobindo Ashram, 4th Edition,
2nd Impression , 1986 ) Po 63.
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as the symbol of Brahmano In otherwords, the world symbolises the
Realityo Our assignment of false values to things, of names and
forms that symbolises the

~ssential

reality is the creation of the

mindo And this is verily described by the term

1

cosmic illusion 'G

Sri Aurobindo categorically describes it as ' the mistake of the
mind and sense 'o It is a mistake, because if it were accepted ,
we would be compelled to aecept the entire universal existence in
the sense of an illusion or maya

o

To put it otherwise, being devoid

of.the nature of an unchanging transcendental and final reality of
things , what it represents is only a symbolical_ reality, that is
to say, in terms of cosmic consciousness it is an assignment of
conventional values to the reality of Brahman. What we know either
by our senses or ·by our discursive reasoning as objectively existing
are, in fact forms of consciousness. On account of the movement of
consciousness, the Reality turned first into terms and ideas , and
then in consciousness itself they are objectivised and thus they
'have a fixed conventional reality ' • According to Sri Aurobindo,
the Existence which is otherwise said Reality or Brahman has two
basic states of consciousness - cosmic and transcendental; the former stands for the reality of the world as a ' direct first term
expressing the inexpressible •, the latter for the reality of the
world as ' only a secondary and indirect term expressing the inexpressible • o Again, due to the cosmic. consciousness, we are aware
of the world as the manifestations of our selves. and in transcendental conscio.usness we are aware of the world as ' the manifestation
of something I choose to be to my Self-consciousness 'o Here one can
have the freedom to express oneself otherwiseo But whatever be·the
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case , in different symbolic or linguistic expressions , it does
not affect or make any difference in what is real. For Sri Aurobindo, Brahman, the reality and the world, the symbo,ls of Reality
with their fixed conventional values are ·integrally connectedo
Matter, Mind a·nd Life are regarded as ' general symbols with a
fixed general value to God in His cosmic consciousness. '• But so
far as their individual valuation is concerned, they express themselves differently., Nevertheless, when we say that the world is a
creation of supreme Cosmic Illusion ( Para Maya ) , according to·
Sri Aurobindo, we only intend to mean the perception of the purely
conventional value of form and name in the universe., The world in
this sense has no unchanging transcendental and final reality.,
But this by no means construe the sense that the world is
unreal or a ' stupendous zero '., Sri Aurobindo warns us about the
dangerous consequences of such a too simplicistic interpretation.,
In his own words," we inust remember that all these terms, Maia,
illusion, dream, unreality, relative

real~ t

y, conventional value, ·

are merely wrbal figures ·and must scholastic or logical insistence.
They are like the paintbrush hurled by the painter at his picture in
desperation at not arriving at the effect he wanted , they are stones
thrown at the truth, not the truth itself • 1123 Sri Aurobindo is of
the opinion that some renouned metaphysicians ignorned the role of
words as carrying only conventional values and are symbols of a
truth ) which is in itself inexpressible in their philosophical enterprise and consequently condemned the reality of the world., In otherwords, they deny the reality of all mundane existence, both nature
and super-nature , man and God as myths of a cosmic dreamo

23. Ibid , p. 64.
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There are three different grades of spiritual awareness that
may arise in treating Sri Aurobindo's conception of Maya o The
highest spiritual awareness in this gradation , as we have already
stated shortly, is the awareness of the Brahman as Supreme Reali.ty
and

th~

world is only the bearer of the conventional symbols of tha

Realityo No one can raise doubt with regard to this, because if
one were not agreed to admit the purity of the highest soul-experience, it would .vitiate One's all other perceptions including the
testimony of our senseso With a view to maintaining a

hierarch~

of

spiritual development ( which is said to be a corollary of Sri Aurobindo's theory of evolution ), Sri Aurobindo admits the role of
lower ( Apara )
awareness of

1

may~

• This apara maya , for Sri Aurobindo, is the

the system of false values put by mind and sense on

the symbol-facts of the universeo It is our mind that imposes some
false valuation to the world we see

oX

feel around us. In the Gi ta

this false valuation is verily described as maya • However, it is
indeed true that our senses very often mislead us·; we perceive a
snake instead of a ropeo All our judgments or opinions are mental
constructions and our mental constructions often function through
the-categories of being and non-being o For this reason what we
knbw , we know conditionally and all our judgments, though serve
the purpose of

day~to-day

practical needs due to the values assigned

by mind, are in fact involve dubitability and partiality. Perhpps
seeing this, as Sri Aurobindo thinks, some metaphysicians denied the
reality of the world altogether. But an intensive look into the
spiritual development, for Sri Aurobindo, would convince us that it
is only a case of overmind ; a stage.of'involution' in the scale of
consciousness, from the Supreme to overmind through Supermind. Super..;.
mind, as we shall see lateran, is the Self-Determining - Infinite

19r

-Consciousnesso When from supermind truth comes down to the level
of overmind all the separative forces which are in conflict as
well as in co-operation with each other become operativeo In Sri
Aurobindo' s own words

11

Each overmental being has his own world,

each force has its own play and throws itself out to realise its
own fulfilment in the cosmic playo All is possible ; and from this
separative seat of conflicting and even mutually negating possibili ties comes too, as soon as mind , life -and matt-er are thrown out
into play, the_possibility of ignorance, unconsciousness, falsehood,
24
death and suffering."
This is the stage of maya o :Not only to
speak of spiritual culture , even in case of moral culture, the
values which we assign to things at a ceitain stage appear to be
irrelavant at some other developed stageo We usually put moral values
with regard to our emotions, passions and aspiiations on actions and
experiences. But when these conditions are .changed, the so-called
conventional values become false and from false valuation,

dissatis~

faction with life, becomes evident. This stage is sometimes described by the word ' Vairagya '

It has for Sri Aurobindo, three types

o

of varieties - mental, moral and spiritualo The last and the most
powerful of this is called ' spiritual vairagya

1

. world as a system of mere consciousness values_in

where we know the
1

Parabrahman •.

Sri Aurobindo inferred that perhaps at this level of spiritual cul-

,

ture some metaphysicians like Samkara, deny to assign any ultimate
status to worldly existence.
standpoint of

1

25

It is indeed true that from the

Pure Being ', the world appears to be unrealo

~

.

25c S.ti Au.tobindo_ s_ummurises Sam}cara 1 s philosophy the following

sentences :

11

In the Philosophy of Shakara one feels the

But what Sri Aurobindo says that all these are possible in the
stage of overmind. But overmind is not the final stage in evolutionary process. Since evolution pre-supposes involution of the Supreme
Reality or Brahman , it cannot stop its journey until the Highest
One is realizedo Since

maya

is overmind, only a stage in evolution-

ary journey, it cannot be condemned as a mere ' illusion ' or
'. mirage ' or

1

dream ' -·a toto-unreali tyo Each and every step of

evolutionary movement from the lowest to the Highest is necessary
and sufficient for the integral view of Realityo They are necessary
because minus any. of them, the reality cannot be the Supreme ; sufficient because with them, no other

would be required

o

That is to

say, nothing can exist beyond the scope of the Absolute. When we
perceive variation in valuation of worldly things, it ( the change )
does not touch the thing-in-itself, rather it only modifies our mental assignment of values - names and forms from certain standpoints.

..

"
Sri Aurobindo understood Samkara's
philosophy of the world in accordance with his own integral vedanta based on Yogic experience. He

presence of. a conflict, an opposition which this powerful intellect has stated with full force and masterfully arranged
rather than solved with any finality- the conflict of an
intuition intensely aware of an absolute transcendent and
inmost Reality and a strong reason regarding the world with
a keen and vigorous rational intelligence • • • • The reason has to affirm the reality of the phenomenal existence ••
• • • but it is not itself that Reality and when we pass
beyond the phenomenon to the Real, it still exists but is no
longer valid to our consciousness, .it is therefore unreal."
The Life Divine , Vol. II ( Op. Cito ) Po 253.
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expresses his views in the fallowing words : " For at a certain
stage of spiritual culture we come to the perception of the world
as a system of mere consciousness-values in Parabrahman or to a
middle term, the experience, which was pr-obably the decisive factor
in the minds of great spiritual seekers like Shakara, of the pure
and bright impersonal Sachchidananda beyond, unaffected by and appa-·
rently remote from all cosmic existence., Observing intellectually
through the mind this great experience, the conclusion is natural
and almost inevitable that this Pure and Bright _ One regards the
universe as a mirage, unreality, a dreamo But these are only the
terms the world-values and conventional idea-values into which mind
then translates this fact of unaffected transcendence ; and it so
translates it because ·these are terms it is itself accustomed to
apply to anything which is beyond it, remote from it, not practi~~ 26
cally affecting it in trangible relations.
Sri Aurobindo considers the involution of the supreme Spirit
in Matter which is inconscient is the cause of the world that appears
before our visiono And again from Matter to the Superconscient_ Spirit,
there is the possibility of evolutionary movemento This in turn enables us to infer that evolution will not stop with man and the superman will come as the next approaching achievement in the evolution
on the eartho For Sri Aurobindo, man has the mind which is circum-.
scribed in a precarioas and imperfect conscious bodyo But the superman will be the supramental spirit which will be able·to use. the
conscious body freely. In his own words,

11

The difference between

man and superman will be the difference between mind and a consciousness as far beyond it as thinking mind is beyond the consciousness
26o The Hour of God , ( Pondicherry , Sri Aurobindo Ashram, 1986 )
pp. 67-68.,

-1-94

of plant and animal ; the differentiating essence of man is

mi~d,

the differentiating essence of superman will be supermind or a
27
divine gnosis. 11
But Sri Aurobindo's conception of Superman is closely connected
with his analysis of Super-Mind or the Universal Mind.
The following tables will show the scale of consciousness at a
glanceo 2.S
Tii E SUPREME

Taule 1.

I
I

SACCIDANANDA IN MANIFESTATI0N
SUPEHMHlfJ OH DIVINE GNOSIS

I

- -

OVERMIND OR MAYA
OVERMIND GRADATICN TO MIND
=:;==
0\/E{IMIND GNOSIS

Taole 2

I

uVERMIND PROPER

T------------1---------0vermind Logos --( Determinative of
Relations )

Formet1ve Mayi
( Essential )

Intu1ti~~erm1nd

Perception of all
things credted by
the two other
powers )

~----------------------1
HIGHEST MIND

Intuitive Consciousness
HIGHE;; IMIND

~----'---'
Illumined

Mind

.~..1-.---..--:..........- - - - Intuitive
mind
I
~
Llb&rated Intelligence

..-----------1
MIND PROPEfl ( HUMAN )

..------1
Thinking Reason

.I

Dynamic / Intelligence ·
l Will, V1s1:on etc. )
Centre between the ( eyes
Forehead

I

Externalising lntelligence ( Throat Centre)

I

~~~~
Physicai Mind.

27. Ibid , p. 91
28. Ibid

pp. 84-86.
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Some idealistic philosophers recognise mind as the creator of
the universe, but Sri Aurobindo thinks that such a mind as we know
may not be adequate to explain the phenomenal worldo If the world
is the creation of mind, it leaves the Absolute untouched and the
whole universe becomes phenomenal which according to Sri Aurobindo
is neither the implication nor the meaning of the Upanisadic statement

11

All is Brahman

11

-

11

Sarvam Khalvidam Brahmah ~ Our mind can•

not work from the undivided vision of truth, it creates division,
labour, graping half light and half darkness

the result of which

is contradictions and antinomies. So the world is not a figment of
conception in the Universal Mind, but a conscious birth of that
29
which is beyond Mind into forms of itself. 11
The· Supermind or the·
Divine maya is the creator • The fact of becoming presupposes the
principle of maya

or supermind. Here the supra-cosmic and cosmic

manifold are unified and it is the uninterrupted continuity of the
creative process.
In supermind knowledge and will are not divided like mind, but
one,. Mind is not the creatix, if it were so then all would have been
illusion, the becoming would be the unreal or ' mi thya '. Mind is in
separative consciousness. The supermind works from all comprehending,
all beholding, total vision of trutho The ground of manifestation is
in supermind, but not in mindo The Supermind is a principle of active
will and knowledge, it is that integral consciousness in which selfawareness and self-limitation are united. By idea it develops the
triune principle of existence, consciousness and bliss out of their
indivisible unity, it differentiates their principles but does not

2 9. The Life Divine , ( Op o

~it

o ) p o 117 o
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dividea It is Real idea, it is the vasta It contains all multiplii~

city but it starts from unity, not division, comprehension

its

primary act while differentiation is secondaryo It is that integral knowledge where there is no independent centre of existence,
no individual separate ego such as we see in ourselveso Though each
individual self is a unique focus and dynamic centre of the Supreme
spirit, but still it does not arrogate to itself any separate insular existencea Through his' integral yoga Sri Aurobindo arrived at
an affirmation of the supermind as creator in

11

which· all is one ·in

being, consciousness, will and delight, yet with an infinite capacity
of differentiation that deploys but does not destroy unity - in which
Truth is the substance and Truth rises in the Idea and Truth

come~

'

out in the form and there is one truth of knowledge and will, one
truth of self fulfilment and therefore of delight ; for all selffulfilment is satisfaction of being."

30 .

·

The essential delight is the motive of extension or becoming
of the transcendent saccidananda which is the self-concentrated unity
in timeless eternity and space-less unity. The Supermind being the
motive force or delight can be viewed in three poiseso
The first state is the self-extended state of

1

Saccid'ananda

1

without individualisation or sel·f-formationa There does not develop
any separate ego, there is only pure unalloyed onenessa
In the second

poise of supermind we get the difierence, with

an awareness of the unityo In this state the difference is dominating
by the comprehending consciousness and the soul- formation is develoPed~

the clear self-consciousness. emerges at their poise, still the·

One is thereo

3 0 o Ibid , p. 13 1 o

In the third poise the comprehending consciousness is removed
the multiplication is the main fact. But the multiplication is not
a feature of Avidya or ignorance but it has a practical import for
the sake of play. In the supramental level of truth we have a dualism tinged with the light of unitye " A necessary consequence of
the theory of Supermind is that it resolved the conflicting views
of spiritual experiences bf the liberated soul propagated by the
three mutually conflicting theories of the Kevaladvaita , the
Visistadvaita and the Dvaita ~ 31
••

.•

VIo Knowledge & Ignorance

For a comprehensive study of Sri Aurobindo's concept of maya,
it is imperative to e~pl~in the concept of avidya as dealt by Sri
Aurobindo. Because his view-on avidya is co-related with the concept
of maya • According to Sri Aurobindo the long-established view of

'

unreal cosmic maya can not be abolished unless we find out the true
nature of ignorance and its relation to knowledgeo In his philosophy
avidya, too, has been considered as a power of manifolding of the One.
Most of the Indian Philosophical Schools have discussed this problem standing on their own diases. But almost all of them agree in believing that aNidya is opposite to vidya , and it is the cause of our
bondage and sufferingo In our common sense view too, ignorance and

31o SoJ. Chakravorty 1 The Philosophy of Sri Aurobindo , ( New Delhi,
Sterling Publi~hers , 1991 ) Po 36.

,

.

It is to be noted here that according to Sarnkara's Non-qualified
Monism, the liberated soul is in the state of unitary conscious-.
ness of • All-One', where no multiplicity is realised. According
to the Qualified Monism of Ramanuja, the liberated cannot be
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knowledge belong to contradictory realmse Ignorance, as it is believed
from popular linguistic usage is_ the absence of awar·eness or knowledge.
When I say
ignorant

1

1

,

I ·.do not know
it means-

1

1

,

I am ignorant, arid when I say

I do not know

1

•

1

I am

In other words , ignorance

is Jnanabhava - the absence of knowledge or awarenesso In the tradi..,.

tional Samkarite as well as

R~manujists

1

approach, we come accross

the interpretations from different intellectual points of viewe In
Advaita our direct apprehension of ignorance is not of the absence
of knowledgep but of a thing which is positive but uncertairio In
Ramanuja 1 s thought avidy"a has been considered as the negation of vidya
which is natural to ;Iva o But in the hands of Sri Aurobindo avidya
becomes a power indistinguishably associated with vidya. In his view,
knowledge and ignorance are not opposite to each other, but are fu.ndamentally similar in naturee He feels that the integral character of
knowledge will be affected in admission of avidya as jnanavirodhl •
It may turn into a wrong conception of things due to its limitation,
but it is basically similar in nature to knowledge.
Sri Aurobindo points out that ignorance is a kind of knowledge.
All our empirical knowledge is incomplete from the standpoint of the
knowledge of the Absolute

wh~ch

~s

the only complete knowledge. There-

fore, the very concept of knowledge is nothing but the concept of
degreeo And from this point of view ignorance implies a kind of knowledgeo What appears to be knowledge from a lower point of view is
appeared as ignorance from. a,. higher point of viewo That shows that
knowledge and ignorance are similar in naturee

identical with Brahman but similar to Brahman , means it is Brahman
as inseparableo For the Dvai tavadin,. in the state of liberation,
the soul recognises itself as distinct and separate from Brahman and the multiplicity is real to hlmo
.
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Knowledge and ignorance are similar in nature because both
are conceived as a power of·the One Divine consciousnessc They two
co-exist in the universe and diversely operate the process of the
universe ; both are two independent powers of consciousnessc
The similarity of knowledge and ignorance may be conceived
from the transformation of the ignorance_into the knowledgeo In the
evolutionary process the knowledge emerges out of the ignoranceo
Ignorance is nothing but a potency of knowledgec It is a limitation
of knowledge which creates the possibility of erroro But it is a
purposefull plunge of the Absolute for its cosmic existenceo

-,.....

Sri Aurobindo points out that in Rgveda knowledge appears to
~0

.

signify a consciousness of the Truth, and ignorance means an unconsciousness, acitti of the Trutho In later period the Vedanta makes
a distinction between knowledge and ignorance by highlighting the
antinomy of vidya and avidya •. This distinction had to go to its
logical extreme where vidya alone is knowledge and avidya means pure
ignorance and a creation bf illusions which are unreal in natureo
Obviously, the world being the creation of avidya has no objective
validity, but merely a sort of existence like the dream or illusion.
In this view knowledge and ignorance are purely opposite in nature.
Sri Aurobindo mentions it a ' fine excesser of dialectical intellect •.
But Sri Aurobindo vehemently criticises such a dialectical
viewo According to him, it is rigidly analytical and it cannot give
us any sufficient judgment about_spiritual truths. It works within
the frame-work of its logic onlyo
His view regarding the origin and nature of ignorance has compelled him to depart from the dialectical intellect according to
which the world existence are stamped with ignorance that can be
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equated with dream or hallucinationo Therefore Sri Aurobindo- tries
to explain the origin of ignorance inside the integral scheme and
points out that ignorance is very much an aspect of integral unity
which does not affect the oneness of reality. Only a deep looking
into our consciousness helps us to discover the nature of ignoranceo
Because both knowledge and ignorance are results of our -consciousnessp
But a pertinent que_stion may arise here : How is consciousness related to mind ? Is it identical with mind ? Sri Aurobindo answers the
questions in the

negative~

According to him although consciousness

seems to be identical with mind as a matter of fact, they are different. Our consciousness can not be identical with min do Mind is not
the whole of us; if mind were all, then mind itself being the product
of maya , ignorance created by mind would be regarded as t'he source

of our existence ; the world becomes nothing but a subjective construction of the mind, a false , impermanent , illusion. Sri Aurobindo
thus holds that only by looking

d~eply

into our consciousness, the

root of ignorance can be discoveredo This deeply looking into the
inside discloses to us that

11

ignorance must be a part of the move-

merit of the One, a development of its consciousness knowningly adoPted, to which it is not forcibly subjected but which it uses for its
cosmic purposeo 1132
But it must be noted that the Brahman , who is absolute consciousness, being integral in nature can not be subject to ignorance .•
Again ignorance is not inherent in the multiplicity of the souls ;
it is not the nature of the 'many', because by the 'many' we mean
the s arne .Divine self in all, individualised indeed, but still one

32

0

The Life Divine , ( Op. Cit., ) p. 567.

in conscious being with all in a single universality and one too
with the originalo Then the question may arise- how does ignorance
come into existence and maintain itself in action ? Sri Aurobindo
states that ignorance appears at a later stage - a product of evolutionary movemento It comes into existence when mind is separated
from its spiritual and supramental basis. As a result of this the
jivatman identifies itself wi_th the form by dividing mind.,
. Ignorance - is therefore the outcome of some particularising
action in the exclusive Conscious-Force absorbing in its

works~:It

is a concentrated energy which acts on the form by shutting out the
consciousness that exists in each form and as a result of this the
individual consciousness becomes unaware of its own total selfo
Sri Aurobindo adds " the 6rigin of the Ignorance· must then be
sought for in some self - absorbed c6ncentration of Tapas, of Cons11 33
cious-Force in action on a separate movement of the Force

...

A little reflection on our inner self would at once reveal the
nature of this Conscious-Force or Tapas the essential principle of
energy., By inner self of a human being, from ordinary and commonly
taken standpoint, we mean the sum of the apparent movements of conscio.usness of that being., But behind this ·apparent movements there
exists a vast stream of consciousness that remains beyond the scope
of

our·awareness~

It is said to be the psychic entity of the subli-

minal self, the super consci~nt, the sub-conscient being. It is the
passive aspect of our consciousness which is hidden in all our movements., But the man during his superficial workings is not aware of

33o Ibid, Po 580.
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this greater existence.When man engages himself in his superficial
workings, a power of exclusive concentration builds a wall of separation from his greater consciousness which is the source of all
movements. This power of concentration as described by Sri Aurobindo is'a limited practical self oblivious power•. It is this power
through which the man is capable of absorbing in his own movement
and forgets the rest of himselfo This is the very nature of ignorance

The term

o

1

ignorance • has not been used in the philosophy of

Sri Aurobindo in any extreme sense of the word, but only a self-limiting knowledge by which a man forgets his real nature and extends
to a complete self-forgetfulness in the practical work in which he
is engaged.,
This very nature of ignorance even works iry the engagement of
the particular action of a man. This power of self-forgetfulness
enables an actor to forgets himself and he identifies himself for
this time only with this particular role. Without this self-limiting
power he can not be a successful actor.
To Sri Aurobindo as it is evident from The L1fe Divine and The
.

-

'

Synthesis of Yoga or The Human Cycle , philosophical enterprise should not confine i-tself to purely intellectual system only as it is
generally the case in many modern European philosophical systems, but
a spiritual discipline where the possibility of a supra-intellectual
intuition comes first and then comes the rational analysis

o

It is

also true that such supra-rational intuition cannot be reduced to a
logical language which often functions through two-valued logic of .
1

is

1

and ' is not '

o

Sri Aurobindo perhaps seeing this, admits the

varying levels and degrees of spiritual realizations. For him this
supra-rational state involves a

vi~ion

of the integral Reality, and

the world -perceived in the unity of a self-evolving and

self~reveal-
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ing Absolutea. In the. course of knowledge situation,
knowledge is only an immediate. awarness of the

ou~

~xternal

perceptual
facts. Reason

is an advanced step upon perception. It enables us to have awareness
of before and after and far out into the distanto But rational analysis functions in mental construction through piecing together of the
perceptual data. Obviously for Sri Aurobindo , reason has its own
limitation al tough it is a helper in correcting perceptual shortcomings. Reason basically makes us aware of external things in various
relations of their appearanceso Collecting the data on the basis of
empirical enquiry, reason confidently generalizes

~nd

draws inferen-

ceso But this is not all for human progress in knowledge situation
and spiritual upgradation. Man's spiritual aspiration exceeds the
scope of reason in order to know a thing directly in its integral
unity, in its essential being from within ,

' otherwise than cons-

tructing its nature from a knowledge of its emperical qualities '·
Such intuitive knowledge is called by Sri Aurobindo ' Knowledge by
Identity
Knowledge

1

in order to distinguish it from what he calls
1

o

1

Separative

Sri Aurobindo's philosophy is said to be a product of

yoga offering to enable the seeker after knowledge to progressively
rising from intellectual notions of reality to an immediate knowledge
by identityo By ' vidyi

1

thus in Sri Aurobindo's philosophy we are

to mean this intuitive knowledge or the knowledge by Identity whereas the separative knowledge is ' avidya '• Even the fact of evil is
conceived as an incident in the progressive realization of the Good
and not a refusal of the eternal Goodness and perfection of the Absolutec In the heirarchy of evolutionary movement, ignorance is taken·
to be a means to knowledgeo Evil is not something illusoryo It is at
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a particular plane of consciousness, real ; it is said to be the
superficial mental consciousness. It cannot be said to be an

absb~

lute negatfon of Goodness, since the deeper self within us sharing
the higher truth is a perfect safeguard against it • In view of this
ignorance would be only an expression of ' the self-limitation of the
Absolute

1

•

This self-limiting Ignorance, as it is stated, is considered
by Sri Aurobindo as a power of Absolute. The world is a progressive
self-expression, a manifestation of the Absoluteo And without this
ignorance the object of manifestation of the world would not be possible or could not be done at all in the way in which it is-being done.
The Absolute is not really limited putting forth
through the power that the

~eeper

ignorance~

It is

eternal self throws itself out as

the adventure in Time. It is the natural play of the Absolute throwing itself into a cosmos relation. Therefore avidya or ignorance does
not create any limitation to the Divine consciousnesso Knowledge and
ignorance both are needful to the purpose of the Divine's self manifestation and self-limitation into the process of material and vital
energy and to the succession of moments~Both are powers of the Citsakti inherent in the supramental knowledge of

Brahman~

There is no

fundamental differences between knowledge and ignorance, they are
only apparently differento Vidya is the principle which regulates
oneness or unity whereas avidya is the principle of difference or
multiplication

o

Ignorance is

con~idered

as one of the possible poises

of relation of the Absolute in its. manifestation, a relation of the
infinite in its various finite actions, a natural capacity of the one
to enjoy itself in the Man yo In the words of Sri Aurobindo " Sacc idanand a

1

descends into the material Nescience and puts on its

pheno~
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menal ignorance as a superficial mask in which he hides himself
from his own conscious energy, leaving itself-forgetful and abs34
orbed in its works and formso 11
Sri Aurobindo recognises a maya of knowledge , a power which
had made the ignorance possible ,

e~en

inevitable, but not a maya

of ignorancee The works of maya look like the production of suprarational magical power which arranges things according to its wisdom
or phantasy. Sri Aurobindo thinks that maya is the logic of the way
of Universal Being or BrahmanQ Brahman,the Reality is self-existant
and Sri Aurobindo describes maya as the consciousness and force of
Its

self-existenc~

.Brahman is regarded as the self of all existence.-

Atman, while maya is the self-power , Atmasakti of the Atmano The
Absolute that manifests things or manifests itself in them looks to
our reason like a magician and his power or maya is a creative magic.
But there is the difference between the magic of a magician and the
magic of the Supreme. What does the Supreme Creator through his magic
is not a phantasyo
Sri Aurobindo raises objection against the illusionist that
nowhere in the Upanisads it is said that the cosmic universe is the
0

product of illusion, but it is constructed by maya of the

Brahma~o

the

1

-Atmasakti
..

To Sri Aurobindo the universe with its activity may

not be a meaningless play, a pointless fancy, it indicates a purpose,
an end, a goalo The

evolutionar~

process is going to establish the

divine·names and forms in terrestrial individuals leading a divine
life, individually and collectively hereo Sri Aurobindo thinks that
in the illusory concept of maya which negates the world, the experience

11

I am that

J4o lbido Po 591.

11

is vitiated by an er ron eo us thought, for there is

'
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no

I

1

1

only

1

that

1

o He proclaims

11

A real solution of existence

can only stand upon a truth that accounts for our existence and world
existence, reconciles their truth, their right relation and the truth
of their relation to whatever transcendent Reality is the _source of
everythingo But this implies some Reality of individual and cosmos,
some true relation of the One Existence and all existences, of rela5 ..
tive experience, and of ·the Absolute. 113 In his work ' The Life Divine

1

he tries to establish this truth. He believes that the self,

the spirit , the reality would evolve its complete truth of being
and consciousness in that life and matter. The individual is to return
into its Absolute not through a frustration of life but through a
spiritual

e..

comple~ess

of itself in life. Maya , for Sri Aurobindo, is

a Power of liberat ton that allows the spiritual individual to stand
unbound by the limitations of objective self-expression, and to know
clearly that he is eternally one with the transcendent spirito
To sum up any kind of uncompromis-ing rejection of the world,
any kind of negativist attitude towards individual life cannot be
acceptable to Sri Aurobindo. On the

~ontrary,

the world with all its

diversity marches on perpetually in pursuance of the progressive"realisation of the Absolute 9 Nature advances to the level of supermind.
·Supermind in Sri Aurobindo 1 s philosophy stands for the means of direct
synthetic knowledge of the unified Reality. The reaching of such a
stage is Nature's own
is capable of

1

~o

Human being, at this stage of evolution

conscious participation and acceleration ' of the

course of this developmento From this it appears that Sri Aurobindo 1 s
35o The Life Divine ( Op. Cito

) p. 468o
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1

Integral Yoga

his philosophy

1

is an indispensable ground for understanding

11

as a promise of the demonstration in experience
.
.
36
of the truths he intellectually propoundso 11

36o Dr. Indra Sen : Is Maya Vada Defensible 7 The Philosophical

Quarterly ( vol. 20,

19~4-45

) Po 94.,

